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Our site uses cookies to optimise your convenience. By continuing to browse you agree to this.
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Resellers
Find your nearest Metalfire distributor.
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   Metalfire catalogue 2023
You can download our latest catalogue here. Hard copy available through our reseller network.
 >> Download here (PDF)
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  Our catalogue

Triangle & Round
Similar to the Original vertical cast iron ribs, the new Triangle and Round finishes ooze minimalism. However, whilst carrying on Metalfire’s love for pure and simple design, these innovative additions do add a certain dynamic to our range. The Triangle cast iron ribs offer a more angular approach to the fireplace’s interior, whereas the Round cast iron ribs - based on a design by Belgian architect Benoit Viaene - are characterized by soft curves. Common denominator: the elegant rhythm in both surfaces, which creates an interesting dialogue with the warm light of the fire. Irrefutably, both Triangle and Round are sleek and finely crafted finishes that will blend in seamlessly while simultaneously standing out in any (fireplace) interior.
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How can we help you? Would you like more information about a specific product?
Do you have any other unanswerd questions?
Leave your message here and you will receive an answer shortly.
Or send an email to: info@metalfire.eu

 Hello, my name is 
 and my email is 
 Here is my message:

  I agree with the GDPR policy
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 You must have JavaScript enabled to use this form.

Please call me back You have a question and would like to be called, please enter your name and telephone number here.
Would you rather call yourself? +32 9 261 51 90
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  I agree with the GDPR policy
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